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nage wisely and rationally natural resources requires our understanding and ap-
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relatively complete introduction of the North American landscape ecology, inclu-
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ABSTRACT

Landscape ecology is a new conceptual framework in ecological

research. It is derived from ecology, geography, forestry,

wildlife management, landscape planning, and many others. It has

many unique characteristics, such as its emphases on spatial

pattern analysis, maintenance and development of spatial

heterogeneity, on interaction between ecosystems, on management

of wild range animal populations, on protection and management of

environment and resources, as well as on human impact on

landscapes and their components. The novelty of landscape

ecology lies in the holistic approach to ecological research at

the landscape level and in the integration of many disciplines

which are traditionally segregated from each other. The

landscape ecology idea is a significant progress from the

ecosystem theory. The recognition of landscape level and the

formation of landscape ecology enable us to observe and

understand the nature from a new, higher level. To manage wisely

and rationally natural resources requires our understanding and

application of landscape ecology. The objective of this paper is

to try to present a relatively complete introduction of the North

American landscape ecology, including the following aspects: (1)

major concepts in landscape ecology, (2) the scope of landscape

ecology, (3) some principles in landscape ecology, (4)

methodology of landscape ecology, and and (5) perspectives of

landscape ecology.

KEY WORDS: Landscape; Landscape ecology; Ecosystem; Patch;
Heterogeneity; Scale; Spatial Pattern; Resource Management;
Geographic Information System.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, a new concept, landscape ecology, becomes popular

and occurs frequently in the literature of ecology and other

related disciplines. As a result of a series of publications

(Burgess and Sharpe 1981, Brandt and Agger 1984, Forman 1979,

1981, 1983, 1986, Forman and Godron 1981, 1984, 1986, Godron and

Forman 1983, Merriam 1984, Naveh 1982, Naveh and Lieberman 1984,

Risser et al. 1984, Turner 1987), a new interdiscipline,

landscape ecology, has emerged in North America. Landscape

ecology arose first in Europe. It has a strong European

perspective, but has now been developed into the more natural and

dynamic North American landscape ecology. Landscape ecology is

derived from ecology, geography, forestry, wildlife management,

and landscape planning, deals with the whole landscape and

focuses on heterogeneous structure and dynamics of natural

resources. Landscape is a higher level organization in the

natural hierarchy above ecosystem, and may become the level at

which many kinds of ecological studies at other levels can be

synthesized. Landscape ecology emphasizes the development and

maintenance of spatial heterogeneity (especially the horizontal

patterns), the interaction among ecosystems, the distribution of

widely ranging animal populations, and the human influence on a

landscape and its components. These distinct features make

landscape ecology become a new conceptual framework in ecology

and other relevant disciplines.

Landscape ecology is still in the pre-paradigm stage in terms

of Kuhn's thesis (Kuhn 1970), and is undertaking the course of
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rapid development in concepts, theories and research methods.

Nonetheless, the introduction of landscape concepts to ecology

has brought many fresh ideas to ecological studies. This new

approach will provide resource managers with new tools or

strategies. In view of the high potential values of landscape

ecology in ecological research and natural resource management,

it is important to introduce landscape ecology to Chinese

ecologists and other interested readers in China. Based upon our

knowledge, only a few people in China are aware of this newly-

emerged subdiscipline of ecology (e.g., Chen 1985, 1986), and

there is basically no research going on in this field.

Therefore, it is the aim of this paper to introduce the concepts,

theories, and state-of-the-art of landscape ecological research

to Chinese ecologists, geo-scientists, and scholars in other

related sciences, and hopefully to inspire some research interest

in the field of landscape ecology in China.

MAJOR CONCEPTS IN LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

Landscape. The term landscape may mean different things to

people with different backgrounds (cf., Forman and Godron 1986),

but, as an ecological term, a landscape is defined as "a

heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of interacting

ecosystems that repeat in similar form throughout" (Forman and

Godron 1986). By definition, a landscape is a holistic unit of

ecological studies and is at the level which is higher than

ecosystem in the natural hierarchy. A landscape has, just like

other biosystems, its own structure, function, and dynamics. A
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landscape is often at the scale of 10-100 square kms (or larger),

formed by geomorphic processes and disturbance regimes, including

human activities, and has relatively distinct boundaries.

Landscapes are heterogeneous in structure and consist of a mosaic

of different ecosystems. Ecosystems (i.e., landscape elements)

in the mosaic can be classified into one of the three fundamental

types: patches, corridors or matrix. A landscape can be used as

a holistic unit for thinking, research and management (Chen

1985).

The form, behavior and historical context of landscapes are

strongly controlled by the underlying land-forms and geomorphic

processes. In addition, vegetation in a landscape reflects the

influences of disturbances, climate, and soil conditions. It is,

therefore, suggested that a landscape should be classified by the

characteristics of geomorphology and vegetation and by the

intensity of human impact and named by the land-form (e.g.,

mountain, plain, etc.), the dominant species in the matrix (e.g.,

Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Korean pine, Pinus koreansis,

etc.), and the primary vegetation type (e.g., forest, woodlands,

etc.). For example, there are montane Douglas-fir forest

landscapes in western Cascades, U.S.A., montane Korean pine

forest landscapes in the northeastern China, alluvial-plain rice

field landscapes in the lower portion of Yangtzi river basin in

South China, and suburban landscape surrounding Beijing. The

intensity of human influence on landscapes can also be used as a

criterion of landscape classification (perhaps at a higher

level). For example, we can have natural landscapes (i.e., no
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significant human impact), semi-natural landscapes (i.e., to some

extent influenced by man), agricultural landscapes (i.e.,

strongly influenced by man), and urban landscapes (i.e., created

by man). Although there is not a complete landscape

classification system proposed, there are many vegetation

classification systems (especially the the European

phytosociological classification systems) proposed and used (cf.,

Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974), which can certainly serve as

the starting point.

Patch, corridor and matrix. The basic structural components

of a landscape are ecosystems, which are also called patches

(cf., Forman and Godron 1981, 1986). A patch is defined as a

distinct ecosystem surrounded by other types of ecosystems (i.e.,

different patches, corridors, or the matrix). A patch is

relatively homogeneous. Average patch size changes with the type

of landscape and with the intensity of human impact on landscape,

sometimes very small (e.g., agricultural landscape) and sometimes

very large (e.g., natural forest landscape). The type, origin,

size, shape, spatial pattern and dynamics of patches are

important characteristics of a landscape.

There are two other structural components of a landscape:

corridors and the matrix. A corridor is a linear patch (e.g.,

line, strip, or stream corridor). Corridors have great

influence on the connectivity of the landscape and thus on the

exchange of species among landscape components. A corridor may

be a channel or a barrier of species migration, depending upon

the nature of species. The matrix is the background land area
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which is usually extensive in size, is highly connected, and

exerts a major influence on the successional dynamics of the

landscape. The matrix can change into patches when seriously

fragmented. Under this circumstance, either there is no clearly-

defined matrix or the major type patches in a landscape become

the new matrix. When the matrix changes, the type of a landscape

changes (i.e., the idea of landscape succession). This is why it

is suggested that landscapes be classified partly by the dominant

species in the vegetation of the matrix.

Edge and edge effect. Edge refers to a narrow, usually

sharp, strip formed by the two adjoining different patches. When

the transition zone between two ecosystems is rather wide or

gradual, it is uncertain whether edge effect exists or not. Edge

is also the place where interactions between ecosystems occur.

Around edges environmental factors tend to change to such an

extent that it has a fundamental effects on composition and

abundance of both plant and animal species populations. This is

called the edge effect. The total edge length and the edge to

interior area ratio on a landscape are indices which describe the

extent of potential edge effect, and the edge width is an

important attribute of a patch. Edge effect can be beneficial or

detrimental, depending upon the nature of species of interest.

Some species prefer edge habitats (i.e., edge species) while

others can only or primarily live in the interior part of a patch

(i.e., interior species). As forest fragmentation proceeds, the

proportion of interior areas on a landscape will decrease

dramatically, and thus the number of interior species will
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decrease, while the number of edge species increase rapidly.

Therefore, utilizing edge effect is a key principle in wildlife

population management. For example, it is a common practice in

game management to create edge areas in order to increase big

game populations because most game species are edge species. It

is also recognized, however, that this kind of practice may have

a negative effect, in terms of conservation biology, because most

endangered species are primarily interior species. Designing

landscapes to enhance both is concurrently a present challenge to

management.

Heterogeneity. Heterogeneity refer to spatial variability in

intensity within an area (e.g., ecosystem or landscape) of any

resource or feature (e.g., vegetation configuration) critical to

the existence of a taxon or a higher level biosystem. There are

three sources of heterogeneity: (a) natural disturbances, (b)

human activities, and (c) indigenous vegetation dynamics.

Heterogeneity has been recognized as one of the important

attributes of biosystems and is believed to play a role in

diversity and dynamics of biosystems. However, it was until

recently (Pickett and White 1985) that attentions began to be

given to environmental and vegetational heterogeneity at the

within-community scale and research to be carried out. "No

landscape naturally achieves homogeneity because of the inherent

differences among landscape elements and because small to

moderate disturbances cause heterogeneity" (Risser 1987). The

conventional assumption that the area under investigation be

homogeneous has been challenged although it may still be useful
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under certain circumstances. As Risser et al. (1984) pointed

out, "landscape ecology considers the development and maintenance

of spatial heterogeneity, the spatial and temporal interactions

and exchanges across heterogeneous landscapes, the influence of

heterogeneity on biotic and abiotic processes, and the management

of that heterogeneity". Heterogeneity is an important concept in

the contemporary ecology, especially in landscape ecology. Study

of heterogeneity in environment, resources, and biosystems has

become one of the frontiers in current ecological research

(Turner 1987).

Spatial pattern. Spatial pattern refers to the rules or

repeated occurrence of spatial arrangement of elements or

properties of landscapes. Spatial pattern, generated by

processes at various scales, is the hallmark of a landscape and,

therefore, is one of the major concerns in landscape ecology.

Vegetation, as well as other environmental resources (e.g.,

soil), varies in a landscape, both horizontally and vertically.

This spatial variation is a universal phenomenon that has two

components: the structural component, which can be explained, and

the random component (i.e., noise), which is unresolved (Burrough

1983). Spatial pattern is analyzed in the topological context of

a landscape, that is, the size, shape, neighbors and geographic

locations (coordinates) of patches will be taken into

consideration. The isolation and the contrast of patches in a

landscape mosaic are also important topics, and are in a sense

included in the connotation of the spatial pattern concept. Many

methods of spatial pattern analysis have been designed, and some
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of them will be presented in a later section.

Scale. Scale implies a certain level of perceived detail,

and refers in the ecological context to the size or area of the

system to be considered (i.e., spatial scale) or the time

interval of the system dynamics to be studied (i.e., temporal

scale). In other words, scale is the resolution, extent and

degree at which we perceive the biosystem of interest. Usually,

the terms 'finer' and 'coarser' (i.e., broader) are used to imply

the high resolution (low generalization) and low resolution (high

generalization) respectively. For example, a study considering

canopy gaps in a forest stand is a finer scale study compared to

a patch study in a landscape mosaic. Landscape study is at a

broader scale than that of population. In general, patterns of

spatial variations may vary with a change in the scale at which

observations are made, and it is usually the case that some of

the noise in spatial variation at one scale becomes structured at

the other scales (Burrough 1983). This is partly because

different processes or factors control the formation and

development of vegetation at different scales (Burrough 1983,

Delcourt et al. 1983, Meentemeyer and Box 1987, Urban et al.

1987). Understanding of scale effects in ecological studies is

critical, not only because different processes operate at

different scales but also because many ecological concepts, such

as diversity, heterogeneity or homogeneity, and spatial or

temporal patterns, are scale-dependent. A heterogeneous system

at one scale can be transformed into a homogeneous system as

scale becomes finer or coarser. Therefore, in ecological
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research, scale effect has to be taken into consideration if one

wants to expand generalizations obtained at one scale to another

scale (Urban et al. 1987, Risser 1987).

Diversity. Diversity is, in ecological context, a measure of

variability and complexity in environmental resources in a given

system. It has also been suggested, in the sense of resource

management, that natural diversity be regarded as a requirement,

criterion, and output of good resource management (e.g., Cooley

and Cooley 1982). Diversity is a major concern of conservation

biology as well as ecology. According to Pielou (1975),

diversity can be viewed from different levels of biological

organization, such as the ones from the level of species (i.e.,

species diversity) and from the level of ecosystems or patches

(i.e., landscape diversity). These two types of diversities are

both important in landscape ecology. Species diversity has been

discussed thoroughly by many researchers, such as Whittaker

(1972) and Pielou (1975). The discussion will concentrate on

landscape diversity.

Landscape diversity characterizes the complexity of

ecosystems or patches, instead of species, in a landscape mosaic.

Landscape diversity is often ignored in conventional ecological

studies. In landscape ecology, much attention will be given to

landscape diversity because it describes landscape heterogeneity

and because diversity itself is also an ecological component

which should be preserved. Usually, diversity is measured by

various indices (Pielou 1975). It is believed that a single
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index is not adequate to fully characterize landscape diversity.

Romme (1982) postulated three components for landscape diversity

in his study of diversity in the Yellowstone National Park. His

idea is adapted and developed here so that four components of

landscape diversity are proposed: (1) richness, which is the

total number of different patch types in a landscape mosaic; (2)

evenness, which measures equilability of distributions (usually

area-weighted) of different patches in a landscape mosaic; (3)

patchiness, which measures the contrast of patches or the

tendency of patch aggregation and interspersion in a landscape

mosaic; and (4) connectivity, which measures the connectedness of

the matrix, or patches of the same kind, in a landscape mosaic

(cf., Romme 1982, Merriam 1984). The mathematical formulas of

the four indices should be determined in terms of the objective

of research.

Disturbance. Disturbance was recognized at the early days of

ecology, but treated only as an external force or a mechanism

resetting the inexorable march towards equilibrium (i.e.,

succession). As Pickett and White (1985) have pointed out,

"disturbance per se had no place in the theory of community and

ecosystem dynamics until recently". The results of recent

studies have shown that disturbance is an important component of

most biosystems (e.g., Forman and Godron 1986) and often plays a

significant part in the structure and dynamics of biosystems.

The importance of disturbance in ecology has been recognized

because (a) it occurs at all ecological levels of organization,

from organisms to landscapes; (b) it is a source of environmental
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heterogeneity in space and in time; and (c) it can deflect a

community from some otherwise predictable successional path (cf.

Pickett and White 1985).

A disturbance is defined as an event which causes significant

change from the normal pattern in an ecological system (Forman

and Godron 1986). Disturbances, as mentioned before, affect the

spatial heterogeneity of ecosystems and landscapes and the

relative abundances of the species present. Typically,

disturbances open space, allowing the establishment of other

individuals, species, or even biosystems like ecosystems and

landscapes. A disturbance may either increase or decrease

environmental heterogeneity, depending upon the scale of the

disturbance and upon the scale of important underlying

environmental patterns. In landscape ecology, the term

disturbance regime is usually used to imply the disturbances in

the whole landscape over time. Disturbance regime is described

by distribution, frequency (i.e., mean number of events per time

period), return interval (i.e., the inverse of frequency), area

or size, magnitude or intensity, severity (i.e., impact on

biosystems) and synergism (i.e., effects on occurrence of other

disturbances) of disturbances.

LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

Landscape ecology is an interdiscipline synthesized from

ecology, geography, forestry, wildlife management, and landscape

planning. Landscape ecology can certainly be regarded as a new

branch of ecology in its own right (Forman and Godron 1986,
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Forman 1987, personal communication). "Landscape ecology

basically studies how a heterogeneous combination of ecosystems

is structured, functions and changes in a landscape" (Forman and

Godron 1986). Not everything in landscape ecology is new because

some ideas have existed for years in ecology and other

disciplines which constitute landscape ecology. The novelty of

landscape ecology, however, lies in the holistic approach to

ecological research at the landscape level and in the integration

of many disciplines which are traditionally segregated from each

other. There are several distinct characteristics of landscape

ecology: (1) It studies the development and management of spatial

heterogeneity of landscapes; (2) It considers the whole landscape

and therefore the interactions among ecosystems; (3) It treats

landscape as a higher level biosystem above ecosystem in the

biological spectrum; (4) It combines the "horizontal" approach of

geographers in examining spatial interplay of natural phenomena

with the "vertical" approach of ecologists in studying

functional interplay in a given site; (5) It addresses some

research questions which can not be handled appropriately or

adequately at finer scales; (6) It incorporates human and their

activities in ecology and is equally effective for pristine

landscapes or those with a heavy human imprint; and (7) It is

management-oriented and provides the theoretical basis to natural

resource management, and to regional planning and its ecological

evaluation. It is natural due to those significant features that

landscape ecology be a new conceptual framework in ecology.

Landscape ecology can be considered as an approach, an
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attitude, or a state of mind (Zonneveld 1981). Forman (1986)

pointed out, when characterizing landscape ecology, that

landscape ecology certainly provides ecologists a new way to

address questions. In the following paragraphs, we would like to

present some examples of the research questions in order to

illustrate some general ideas about the nature of landscape

ecological studies. These research questions are either real

(i.e., collected from literature) or potential (i.e., in terms of

landscape ecology theories). In addition, some examples of

landscape ecological researches in the United States are also

discussed to demonstrate how to approach these problems.

A landscape can be characterized by its structure, function,

and dynamics. Some examples of research questions address those

theoretical aspects of landscape ecology may be: What causes

spatial patterns in a landscape and how? What are the effects of

geomorphic processes and disturbances on patch distribution and

dynamics? Or vice versa? What are the roles that environmental

heterogeneity plays in the structure, function and dynamics of

landscapes? What is the pattern of landscape dynamics in a region

(e.g., a deforested region) and its ecological consequences?

What are the characteristics and patterns of redistribution and

flow of energy, nutrients, and species among patches in a

landscape? How and how much (many)? What are the differences

between human-modified and natural landscapes in terms of patch

characteristics (i.e., patch type, size, shape, distribution and

dynamics)? These are the questions for which we certainly lack

definite answers.
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Forman and other scholars (cf., Forman 1979) synthesized

studies of the half-million-hectare Pine Barrens landscapes in

New Jersey (U.S.A.), considering the characteristics of most

aspects of a landscape: (a) human influence, (b) geology and

soils, (c) climate, water and aquatic ecosystems, (d) vegetation

pattern, (e) plants and (f) animals. This was a pioneer work of

landscape ecology in the United States although not all the

participants appreciated the landscape ecological perspective.

This work also showed that landscape ecology not only requires

cooperation of scientists from different disciplines but also has

the synthetic power in integrating the information from different

fields.

According to the previous results of ecological studies and

our observation, it is postulated that patch patterns in space or

time or under different human impacts may appear great different

and that some characteristics of landscape may follow the trends

given in Table 1. This is because the important environmental

gradients and the disturbance regime in a landscape under

different conditions may differ.

Table 1. The hypothetical trends of some characteristics of
landscape under different human impacts.

LANDSCAPE FEATURE	 NATURAL LANDSCAPE MANAGED LANDSCAPE

SPATIAL PATTERN	 UNCERTAIN	 UNIFORM
AVERAGE PATCH AREA	 LARGE	 SMALL
TOTAL EDGE LENGTH	 SMALL	 LARGE
PATCH SHAPE	 IRREGULAR	 REGULAR
DYNAMIC RATE	 SLOW	 FAST
CONNECTIVITY	 HIGH	 LOW
NATIVE SPECIES DIVERSITY	 HIGH	 LOW
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Landscape ecology has direct applications to conservation

biology, and some of the research questions in conservation

biology can only be addressed at the landscape level. The

questions may include: What kind of patchy structure of

landscape (or habitat) diversity is required for a certain

species to survive? What is an appropriate size of a natural

reserve to serve the purposes of the preservation of indigenous

species and the maintenance of species, habitat diversity, and

natural disturbance? How do plant and animal communities respond

to environmental heterogeneity? How does landscape heterogeneity

affect spread of disturbances? What are the edge effects on

within-patch structure and animal activity? What is the scale of

edge effect gradient? How would resource management strategies

maintain species and habitat diversity at the landscape level?

The research for solutions to these questions is important

because, as a result of economic development, natural vegetation

in most countries of the world is becoming "green-patches" (i.e.,

habitat islands) surrounded by agricultural fields, tree

plantations and urban areas at such a rapid pace that a large

number of species as well as natural ecosystems are threatened.

It is believed that landscape ecology can provide the principles

and methods for solving, at least partially, this dilemma. An

example of research of this kind is Harris' study on the montane

Douglas-fir forest landscape in the Pacific Northwest, USA

(Harris 1984). Harris used the Douglas-fir forest landscape as a

model to study characteristics of plant and animal communities,

to determine trends and patterns of forest dynamics under the
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influence of human activities and to assess the feasibility of

application of island biogeography theory to resource management.

He focused on the preservation of old-growth Douglas-fir forests

in order to preserve the endangered species therein. He

suggested that patches of old-growth forests be considered as

islands in a sea of tree plantations or other human dominated

systems and thus island biogeography theory can be used as a

guide to comprehensive planning for conservation and management

of old-growth forest ecosystems in the context of managed forest

lands. He then proposed a management plan to meet both

objectives of preserving the old-growth forest ecosystems and

producing certain amount of timber. The proposed plan would

first to protect old-growth patches as much as possible (e.g., to

reduce management activities and human disturbance and to keep a

larger area), then to establish around an old-growth patch a

buffer zone in which low intensity management should be performed

and which is divided into several parts in such a way that each

part is in one stage of forest development, such as clearcut,

young stand, middle-aged stand and mature stand. It seems clear

that Harris' plan incorporates the idea of multi-purpose

management. In addition, his suggestion is rather similar to the

idea of "long-term utilization of forest resources" among Chinese

foresters.

Ecology in general, landscape ecology in particular, is a

theoretical basis of resource management. Landscapes may be the

most appropriate unit of resource management. Several examples

of research questions are: How does the increasing level of
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landscape modification by people affect each of those patch

characteristics?	 What if the landscape is progressively

modified by human activities? What are the consequences of

transferring one landscape type to another? How do other

attributes change as the matrix changes in type and/or in

connectivity? What are the effects of forest fragmentation on

wildlife populations? How to manage riparian zone vegetation in

order to remain its effects, both structurally and functionally,

on the other components of a landscape as much as possible? How

to make comprehensive evaluations on our management activities

ecologically?

Franklin and Forman's study about the influences of forest

clearcut on the montane Douglas-fir forest landscape is one of

the examples of applications of landscape ecology to resource

management (cf. Franklin and Forman 1987). They utilized the

perspectives of landscape ecology to make qualitative evaluation

and predictions about the changing trends of landscape structural

characteristics with forest cutting methods. Using a

checkerboard model they postulated the thresholds of landscape

pattern change with progressive fragmentation of forest and the

concomitant change in species diversity and game populations as

management practice intensify. They expressed their suspicion

against the use of the staggered-setting system of clearcutting,

which has commonly been used in the Pacific Northwest for some

forty years. They argued that, although this method has some

advantages (e.g.,	 easiness to regeneration, to handling slash,

and to develop roads, etc.), it deserves a reconsideration
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whether or not this method is appropriate economically and

ecologically, because the objectives and technologies have

changed and the intensity of forest fragmentation has increased.

They suggested that logging operations be concentrated and the

unit area of clearcuts increased, because it is better

economically (e.g., reduction of unit management expense) and

more feasible ecologically (e.g., improvement in protection of

species diversity and reduction of catastrophic disturbance

frequency). They also pointed out that both ecosystem and

heterogeneous landscape perspectives are critical in resource

management.

Another area of application of landscape ecology to resource

management is the study of effects of riparian zone vegetation

(e.g., Swanson et al. 1982). This is an active research area in

the United States and many investigations have been carried out.

The results suggest that riparian vegetation not only is the most

important corridor element upon which wildlife species

populations depend heavily for food and shelter but also exerts

great influence on stream channel structure, sediment budget and

fish habitats. It has been proposed that riparian vegetation be

protected as much as possible in order to protect wildlife

habitats and maintain stability of structure and function of

stream ecosystems.

It should be pointed out that the concepts of landscape

ecology introduced here really reflects the flavor of the North

American landscape ecologists. Landscape ecology was not
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recognized in North America until recently. Landscape ecological

concepts were first developed, originally from geography, in

Europe (Naveh 1982, Naveh and Lieberman 1984, Forman and Godron

1986). C. Troll, the late leading German biogeographer, is
usually regarded as the founding father of landscape ecology

(Naveh and Lieberman 1984, Forman and Godron 1986). Troll began
his landscape ecological studies in the late 1930's, but the
formation of landscape ecology as a scientific discipline is

usually believed to begin in 1960's. Since then, most landscape
ecology research has been carried out in Europe (cf., Forman and

Godron 1986, Naveh 1982, Naveh and Lieberman 1984). Today,
landscape ecology is a well-established discipline in Europe in

the light of the establishment of both landscape ecology

education systems (i.e., schools and departments) and landscape

ecology research institutes. A comprehensive discussion of the

history of the development of landscape ecology is beyond the

scope of this paper. Readers who are interested in this topic

should refer to Naveh (1982), Naveh and Lieberman (1984), and
Forman and Godron (1986), where thorough discussions are given.

European landscape ecology emphasizes the human role in

landscapes and regards human as the major component of a

landscape. Researches of landscape ecology in Europe focus

primarily on landscape (region) planning, landscape architecture,

management and land-use policy making. Aesthetic attributes of a

landscape and the urban landscape totally controlled by people

are also major concerns. That landscape ecology incorporates

systematic studies of the dynamic role of human in the landscape,
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in the sense of the "total human ecosystem" proposed by Naveh and

Lieberman (1984), might be the desirable direction of progress in

the future. However, the total human ecosystems are controlled

by laws in economics, sociology, psychology, and politics, apart

from the natural laws, and it will require a rather extensive

integration among natural and social sciences. It seems

appropriate to restrict landscape ecology to the natural systems

under little or great human influence---systems that therefore

are amenable to scientific analysis, and to perform research to

answer fundamental questions before the involvement in more

complicated systems. The differences between landscape ecology

in Europe and in North America are getting smaller and smaller

(Forman 1987, personal communication), which is exemplified by

the cooperations of Forman and Godron (e.g., Forman and Godron

1981, 1984, 1986, Godron and Forman 1983).

PRINCIPLES OF LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

Theories of landscape ecology are still in the stage of

initial formulation and development. Many of the concepts

discussed in the early section of the paper are actually the

embryo form of theories and they may be developed into theories

as research goes deeper. Nonetheless, the formation and

development of landscape ecology has a sound basis on some

existing theories in ecology and other disciplines, such as

ecosystem theory, biocybernetics, island biogeography theory, and

general system theory. Other ideas like the first law of

geography (or spatial dependency theory) also made contributions
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to landscape ecology. Although formation of landscape ecology

theories requires further research, some principles of landscape

ecology have been proposed.

Forman and Godron (1986) postulate seven principles for

landscape ecology in terms of landscape structure, function and

dynamics. These principles provide guidance to planning and

performing studies on landscape ecology, although they still need

to be verified or modified. In addition, more principles may be

formulated as the results of the ongoing researches. The seven

principles of landscape ecology are cited below (Forman and

Godron 1986).

Landscape Structure and Function Principle. Landscapes are

heterogeneous and differ structurally in the distribution of

species, energy, and materials among the patches, corridors, and

matrix present. Consequently, landscapes differ functionally in

the flows of species, energy, and materials among these

structural landscape elements.

Biotic Diversity Principle. Landscape heterogeneity

decreases the abundance of rare interior species, increases the

abundance of edge species and animals requiring two or more

landscape elements, and enhances the potential total species

coexistence.

Species Flow Principle. The expansion and contraction of

species among landscape elements has both a major effect on, and

is controlled by, landscape heterogeneity.

Nutrient Redistribution Principle. The rate of

redistribution of mineral nutrients among landscape elements
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increases with disturbance intensity in those landscape elements.

Energy Flow Principle. The flows of heat energy and biomass

across boundaries separating the patches, corridors, and matrix

of a landscape increase with increasing landscape heterogeneity.

Landscape Change Principle. When undisturbed, horizontal

landscape structure tends progressively toward homogeneity;

moderate disturbance rapidly increases heterogeneity, and severe

disturbance may increase or decrease heterogeneity.

(7) Landscape Stability Principle. Stability of the landscape

mosaic may increase in three distinct ways, toward (a) physical

system stability (characterized by the absence of biomass), (b)

rapid recovery from disturbance (low biomass present), or (c)

high resistance to disturbance (usually high biomass present).

Risser et al. (1984) synthesized discussions from a workshop

of landscape ecology held at Allerton Park, Illinois in 1983,

provided a good state-of-art summary of the concepts, theories,

methodology, and applications of landscape ecology, and foresaw

optimistically a rapid development in the future. Some of their

principles are also cited below (cf., Risser 1987).

The relationship between spatial pattern and ecological

processes is not restricted to a single or particular spatial or

temporal scale.

Understanding of landscape ecological issues at one spatial

or temporal scale may profit from experiments and observations on

the effects of pattern at both finer and broader scales.

(3) Ecological processes vary in their effects or importance at

different spatial and temporal scales. Thus, biogeographic
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processes may be relatively unimportant in determining local

patterns but may have major effects on regional patterns.

Different species and groups of organisms (e.g., plants,

herbivores, predators, parasites) operate at different spatial

scales such that investigations undertaken at a given scale may

treat such components with unequal resolution. Each species

views the landscape differently, and what appears as homogeneous

patch to one species may comprise a very heterogeneous patchy

environment to another.

Scales of landscape elements are defined, using spatial

perspectives of sizes determined by the specific objectives of

the investigation or the pertinent management question. If a

study or management issue focuses at a specified scale, processes

and patterns occurring at much finer scales are not always

perceived because of filtering or averaging effects, whereas

those occurring at much broader scales may be overlooked simply

because the focus is within a smaller landscape unit.

METHODOLOGY IN LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

Development of new methods is essential to every science.

Since landscape ecology is a newly-emerged discipline, many basic

questions about the methodology are still open to research, such

as: What are the methods to describe and quantify landscapes?

How can spatial patterns of landscape elements be described and

analyzed? How can landscape dynamics be modeled? These

questions focus on the methodology of landscape ecology and thus

should be answered before any thorough studies can be performed.
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To answer questions like those above, the International

Association for Landscape Ecology (IALE) organized a conference

in 1984, entitled 'Methodology in Landscape Ecology Research and

Planning' (cf., Brandt and Agger 1984). Research is currently

being performed to address these methodological questions.

Although the methodology of landscape ecology is still in the

course of rapid development, some general trends and agreements

can be observed. Methods used in a landscape ecological study

vary, depending upon the nature, objectives, and research

conditions of the study, as well as the personal preference of

investigator(s). In the light of the characteristics of

landscape ecology, however, certain methods may be emphasized in

landscape ecological studies.

The most important approach to data collection in landscape

ecology is the one using aerial photography and other remote

sensing techniques (Brandt and Agger 1984, Forman and Godron

1986, Naveh and Lieberman 1984, Troll 1971). The usefulness of

aerial photos in landscape ecological studies has been recognized

since the very beginning of landscape ecology (Brandt and Agger

1984, Forman and Godron 1986, Troll 1971). Only on aerial photos

and satellite imageries can one obtain an overall view of the

landscape and the patch patterns on it. In addition, data of

some kinds, such as patch area and edge length, are difficult to

obtain on the ground. The common procedure of data collection by

aerial photos is that features like patches are identified on

photos (through photo interpretation), and then the graph

information (i.e., attributes and topological data of patches)
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converted into digital forms and stored on computers by means of

a geographical information system (GIS). GIS are specialized

computer softwares and hardwares and have four processing

functions: computer mapping, spatial data-base management,

spatial statistics, and cartographic modeling (Berry 1986). The

use of GIS in ecological researches will increase due to the

strong interest of ecologists in determination of spatial

patterns, especially those at landscape level.

Another approach is the one which collects data and other

information from various existing maps (e.g., vegetation maps,

management maps, soil maps, topographic maps, etc.). This is

actually a modification of the aerial photo approach (i.e.,

without photo interpretation part). The advantage of this method

is that it is simple and can efficiently use the previous results

on maps. Its disadvantage is that it is greatly affected by the

precision of maps used and that the precision of its results is

unknown although it may not be a critical defect to landscape

ecology studies. When dealing with animal populations or when

detailed information is needed, field sampling for data

collection is necessary, including the radiotelemetric techniques

used in animal ecological studies to detect animal movement in

landscapes.

Spatial pattern analysis will be of great importance in

landscape ecological studies, because spatial pattern is one of

the most interesting attributes of a landscape. There are many

pattern analysis methods proposed in the literature (e.g.,

Burgess and Webster 1980, Cliff and Ord 1981, Cormack and Ord
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1981, Gauch 1982, Diggle 1982, Forman and Godron 1986, Grieg-

smith 1983, Pielou 1969, 1977, Webster 1985, Whittaker 1978).

They are: (1) mapping, which is the conventional method of

describing spatial patterns and can display the interested

properties in two- or three-dimensions so that one can actually

visualize the spatial variations in the system, (2) probability

distribution, the idea of which is to fit one of the theoretical

probability distributions, such as Poisson, Negative Binomial, or

Neyman's type A, to sample count frequency data, and then to use

the results of a chi-square goodness-of-fit test to indicate

whether a spatial pattern is random or non-random, (3) index,

which is simple, descriptive, and comparative, designed to

measure either aggregation (e.g., Lloyd's index of patchiness) or

departure from randomness (e.g., the variance-to-mean ratio), or

landscape characteristics (e.g., fragmentation), (4) spatial

correlation, which is commonly used in geographic studies and can

directly measure spatial patterns on maps in detail, including

point, line and area pattern analysis, autocorrelation analysis,

(5) geostatistics, which uses theory of regionalized variables to

study the spatial correlation and dependency of natural phenomena

and takes into consideration the spatial coordinates, which may

be the key factor for determination and interpretation of

patterns in space and which are ignored by other methods, and (6)

graph theory, which uses abstract network to analyze properties

of spatial pattern. Other methods, such as simulation,

ordination and gradient analysis, and multivariate analysis, can

also be used in spatial pattern analysis in landscape ecology.
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PERSPECTIVES OF LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

As economy develops, human requirement for resources

increases dramatically. Therefore, how to wisely exploit,

utilize and manage our resources, especially those which can be

regenerated (i.e., water, vegetation and animals), has become one

of the severe problems to which governments and scientists face

today. Traditional branches of ecology have serious limitations

in dealing with analysis and management of such large-scale

biosystems. One solution to the problem may be the understanding

and application of landscape ecology perspectives. Landscape

ecology is a new conceptual framework in ecology. It has many

distinct and significant characteristics, such as the emphases on

spatial heterogeneity, the consideration of interactions among

ecosystems, the recognition of landscape as a higher level

biosystem than ecosystem, the application to conservation biology

and resource management, and the power to deal with problems

which can not be handled adequately by other subdisciplines of

ecology. The formation and development of landscape ecology is a

significant progress in ecological research.

Landscape ecology is such a wide open field that almost no

scientist or scholar can or should be excluded since it deals

with issues related to bioscience, geoscience, as well as socio-

economic science (Zonneveld 1981). Integration of all the

relevant disciplines is fundamental to the development of

landscape ecology, but great difficulties exist due to the

traditional gaps among those disciplines. Therefore,

cooperation is strongly required in landscape ecological
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research, and education of a new generation of landscape

ecologists is essential. Landscape ecology should be developed

into a science with sound hypotheses and with clear and efficient

ways of verifying and falsifying hypotheses (i.e.,

experimentation). Landscape ecology should also be developed to

bridge the gaps between ecology and resource management and thus

enhance the development of ecology.

Landscape ecology is certainly a candidate for major

explosion in the next decade and might become a mainstream of

ecological research in the future. To conclude, we quote Forman

(1983): "A richness of empirical studies, emergent theory, and

applications [of landscape ecology] lies ahead. With principles

waiting for the curious, and with an expected short lag between

research and the amelioration of environmental and human societal

problems, let the young in spirit, looking to the future, 'Think

Landscape'".
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tilnilAtt,A4TN, TOPMiliiMT1*
Vil'f1 311 11Maill-N44. Agt-titATAIM
tgliTP.JfFtiNIEI467}(4L.±..Arit-1-41
E. {At, fitNT.IWVA/It itgliVt . 1 PAP,)

-117‘. (PiStA-'2.1fAtM EO;) 	 }t Jar
‹tiptourp tit±7A19It) , VAiN
(11.p 3MitJAtt .T. ft) WatIVAR. (1113;Eg:

thAlMV1, *Mit A	 itfiti)	 fwvi

(C t1) giA*J411AttftittItth6-**ErJ
5)-tt*e (t.LiMueller-DomboisfnEllenberg,
1974) , EPATIP-tfigtfitNniii/ge

VtiA (Patch) , I Gx	 (Corridor) 44:1fAjt

(Matrix) . tttAk—^(Af*flAgf:A,
anat*ti ±— (Forman TTI Gociron,

1986) • iliffitX, 141k—'1•t2,2,8.
15*.tAirPATI4fItA?J*f.A. VEMitiglA141
nigmts3.•15415usJ*4\istt-NtfflEft,

045f N.) 49f-fAfn, CK,
	i ttr177;t154EfNinI	 t

tkurtIftitiEltNtrFAtt,±At.At
(tri4, V7> 	 It tt

4) ItiE§t*U11.±1MA-RnItOtt,
ittt rOltof,2p (±	 t) tE1R±, 411

A .(13. -XEnfrli A#Mt
Att#I;tn gg it (tnit-g*tattto4Ynttit
tt) , r-i3. :)..totAip t4tik3,	 (toilT.
Iti.PA N TMIt) , It110,1,35/0k{c02#0`,34f4tiff

TElt._:leFIZET, eItrD34TuNc8r3(J
44M, 3,1t1IPkTi.-AfAttttfX*44i

?AtttfAFPio
*, XWCWRxr.i r44 3Z17Litc, .11.1kAlTSE
Attto tititAANnt74

c 	
133., TO1/1

titt4INE.CPX#±
#MA T,TkutfIESi gVrt3, 10i il&ktkiRR
inti(111.11 WitAT, 111NOtt-tt;t5FT.
AltfurilltusAtittilttnIttflepffttYc
141 *t*REVCEPJ.t..—ntitM7I0 '

.tIA (Edge) 4tizoofic (Edge effect).

,'(J3`J
'-***1.1134. /10 t'A*4T,

7 0)41EIttMniltiE	 Attit#OM.Z
./vz4KA4*.tsmnz.

"'(EII#MfrAER.,	 4r#,tA.M

AtaClittimto;:t...
tt.R_AiMifj!!

VAktMT.1-1)-1iTtiW17,
;t7r1),4.k31-irktM,

(it	 ',Edge spe-

cies) , WA-NT11;ift:-.I±5141,JA-
rt4m. (03%#, Interior species) .

ft (Fragmentation) rn ;k	 tn
:4;mit) ,	 LtfJ	 T
14, Affit031$#PAttiLA,
Ottift4.
Ef%1;0e5Ern—t-S54-iktIK. OM, 3r,'In

tot (Game species) tF341011,

.P.tiONA#SItitiNIALAitTfJEV-_,ItfigY1,
;„; tM4101tVATILittl="0 T17, Atf4fV:
IPtnRA3KV,	 lEt
.*Itkig it:WC	 Et=1, nr-EA

ItE eqlf, fe:	 tA	 111	 4t

*ltd.
4/ 	 (Heteiogeneity) „ yf.ntAlg

(VM, 115*..fA)
./Mettktit,m,n37./EgMZit410,trMIP,

tak	 91-	 )	 5Z Fr.
(A3g 1).A. Mt1.4 3 /N*N: ( 1	 F tt;

( 2 ) AtttEt3);	 (3).ttznPWCOLV1'
SIMMt. FqMfE)Ele4*fAri",J-t-51LtifL.

Miet. -710g Uiltl±titfV4In .t	 EEJ
. (Forman, 1987)	 ,	 f3A,j

OM	 ffiCli€J41 (Pickett tiWhite,

1985) . WA4AeeDgfAre-Mttalt,NE-T

iN7fMtt,	 11'r=
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N il FE 3T *A (Pickettg1White,19851 Turner,
1987) . "Eilit,Egfitii]ftIVEPAR1).-47k

6M4IfilIN
iirks-to pAc± yiir,u tt" (Risser, 1987)

tt (Homogeneity)

EtRisser* (1984) IKNEM, "111gt
*IFfrii]4MtfEtitARfnelq , AJMIEIN
ilITPitli?lERVEIA:lfEi].±.ffegfflE42:01E

fmttEntAllorttf:t
iik.3t*I p..tatw.pyFettrp leff" . ZEIt

4q )PlitINA?.5**, ;Mk
— 11RW4ttti	 flINIkA

	 Miltt*ett#4n
E4t N4•AZ*E47.:E1MR

if s±— (Turner, 1987)
(61#	 (Spatial pattern) . 	 AiS.

Algf;f4t, RiFS-iRt*eMtiO332MitlE
("6].±.A-Sl*t$7.5).**.it*N15*1$1,1711tili

AilitIt4iNI#JA/EINOM'tt*E3ttio
t'allUiti4iftlilifMil&IERR.g (Scale) tA.
51.TftfrffiffT'E .	 Elittk

titttaAt
fftg lE174:43 1tM7tc lizItft, 3Z3V]kft.

fr1, 11-315E44Etf-ilifEtr., tA--A-N45)-$
'ilittikillitMttltSZ53'14140.-LXREtliEVIttPt

(Burrough, 1983) • RtIg+453',
3i-*1137#4MW1Itti

AK3 Itt15)-ErAEff‘*titk,
*4\,	 glatoilititvEztait.

NiRi3-)*kiANIs*Teif#,L,±—,
11 89E, 1E CUT	 Isr Ef3 *

(A -E) tRVIMIt X n Ekr (P
Vr)	 )70itirMiiliAgi.fiA/R34Eft.
ft, tuntirut—tig -i-Ittft tA,J5ft
ft, ZiNtiktAillMillMffiAiM4Eff-

AWS].
Rtt (Scale). grfa iftilltte3157 (i

hi,A*trtAtyc_Dkic Rtt4t*
I4EiffitilMtt3.3*CtV*/iN (043N-11
tt) , TKIAREf3t9ANii:JJ.ftlf;tfilra]Pii

— —

(RimitARI)
*51-33 111k7745-3	 (fIt*#) 41:1
alma) . og z, #53-r:P#IIMEFf3rs'A

.E#ttkfltgiff3t4ii Et, A14141;MI5Fff40#A
4111S14\RAE). 	 rit13)1bAR'71

itYKYIRAYAML, ;L SL—/tR/T
&NI:CYO:I f:Mil. (Noise) 43)- , 7	 —
ttVi\REtTiti3a4Mtlitt4ft (Burrough,
1983) . AgnEeVviCI,NRVEic1
etAtott (Burrough,1983tDelcourt et al.,
19831 Meentemeyert1Box, 1987, Urban et
0., 1987) ,

(Rinser et al.,1980 Turner, 19871
Urban et al., 1987) 	 A,f51..;.;t,Ttqfn
tMTFMREft-htnff gliffil=1, "FIE1A3

*;:t3tn-srtF.troitt;t	 R/,,tt
r.i3-ifpritri-o4foR3*v)

REitA'AE.	 t —tiVt.EZS:tri
tt*e, virv.zeitRtcREmig3iEg/J\tvi-
OFfMti*irc.	 .15*fnii3f3tZtOgAlt

(Urban et al., 19871 MeentemeyerBox,
1987) „

{t (Diversity)	 grilti,11E--/r....
It*0. 141Y;f*. dualt#,	 Fr.t4-7-1

Phi	 -ilig))■Wgitt3g. Et A ,tt 1:li
I, it-alE4i1EfFtifIV3:ezEtnati1
frtJ031.1 ., *;?ft linm	 ((I1 Cooley fn Cooley,

1982)
IRV Pielou (1975) InAA,	 ttr7-1,),),),

ItilfrAtattfg*liz4t-rto
ffiRtillTRAMEV4it: —At#144-tt,

ta#14. 4tiElt	 44-

(tPielou, 19751 Whittaker,1972)

fig T	 vfmniXD411fFili---
tWit.fi79l44tt.StIfit gitifK# (Land-
scape -mosaic) 47	 * e (44A)
Iktie tlEIRkt?5***NJJ., Autt
RFT gl fgt — V1 11412E5f	 Mtl.



1*-AtX4EItOiAeMxtitt. A*, g,ittti
filtp 4S. 4ntht3M1	 .(Pielou, 1975)

iM—t-thltOtTiZUVIEkittlA
wg744tj. Romme (1982)	 ft ilc)

Elijk• EZVAli(Yellowstone National Park)
iEfi(JElf41 , * EA 3 4-;.:EzycliN

01t1. IM11V5i4arftEttAVA,

	

4 1,	 . 3K,n(t,N.P1 (f	 Romme,
1982, Merriam, 1984)	 ( 1	 ( Rich-
ness), OPitglaCKW4:1P4AMElhgt,

	

(2) J63 17 	 (Evenness) ,
IROt&P#V4t113-}3b1V63=-Jt 1M f 1,

( 3 ) ifttKI(Patchiness), IliltRam44114
( 4 )A40 It (Con-

nectivity) , lIPERMOW414;tjtAIC
15kAtIttrnitl. it411:24TEnAStitZ16i2t
A ,	 Ef 11 trt)5z.,

(Disturbance). 	 WIEJi!E
*UMEn4-)17IAEttit*YIJT,

4E--1:000-s tA451.til. 3mEmm*
.T.t-,tiE;,ttvAtAttvgaft±—,

.12.1Et*RnM4rigitZ5tft, PP Og. It	 11F
titiTUtii 3KIERA- t)%itP,MeKl. (i

AtttRIN) , tiffUtt3141MA*
*)% 1TRIMitIEE, 44.EittlIAEKLEf$aRtM

3;:filMig rf Meer39M)Ft. — (picketthi-
te, 1985) . Formanfn Godron (1986)

, -TticiaTuittiTt*f_An	 ff]
g , 4vttrort_utviltiFiirt li 	 tt 4tn
L-. 1tEt39J)c, 7M	 * 51E SW

17	 15.1J11, 'TtttlittiARRX4153-n
Rfvf}trilAMti, #1t10]IttzWitAix11.1.
AZEntiCelc UTFRic lii3, ft44AttiMI*-
A*4, 1475YAZ*tAAIR4W113/.. Ttrtk

RiiiVENYOttiAittAA, JiTakT-tit
numvx ,.:3, 1,-tii.VWEV;f#015n.
A.Z* 111 , 'flOakiR.. (Disturbance regime)

Itt
WA--TitIr3)'t. 0*. tkik JR	 *

Bilt, re mit mx-4A.t5.3*9t*,)
titt ofixtxtttirsA2twii)

=, alltatitiPatilifRAg

JC*, If
gergwtimmatii**41-fria:DiErt—riim
a*tt*44.	 ,
A.*1:1()-1443-̂ -(Forman, f4AiEft,).
VA*X*...E.4t	 ir402v.],
tifflitkFititEttratn ,f0E ft or (Forman "I.J
Godron, 1986)	 trihESitoRA#

ICLA-Alt1-1#3,F.*/€T.
/El	 .?6*iiif3triAP*RU2i-
*3MIA)MerJ*14Ellif MAAR

f xSE*A 7A111"-Ffeat4t.ki	 (1) t

i
11116f3t*VI roTIRIfittrika, M4,VAc

( 2 )
e.tri0K3tilafF/411 (3) tV,IRt.te2T-.4
41**A .T. 4CfAtit_Ata g f:Al	 (4) '844
Itg*aemo	 ofl ettn*
itEE4Z*fifftVICS&VAE_ErttAlifp
flIMSJI]lit/WA- g3K1 ( 5 )
et-144711VMfaV4Itos2eK±.103,-.

t3Tt*.E340)FitAili( 6 ) VEMita
4.143,i1±1F.

311(i&ffai;f1	 ( 7 ) titigT54-41L):):
fa0fiAtriJfiD#., 4fVfflitg.1.4

PAlltZ*tr3
"ttl/N-#0'09.11Jfi=1

itatu4t -re—EnilttfiliOlg g " (K
X, 1985, 1986)	 „

IVA1.5* .th151P-14ftR7-
Jitt)E-113 ,15,4	 (Zonneveid ' 1981 ).

Forman ZE AMR	 h4	 *

Rilit,T14 (Forman, V.,Attg)
in44311* —AlltRZA*Rt3lifilrE, kat
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457t3RN1c.*PhiFF34qA4--tlE*Tfg .	 f	 (f.51 Forman, 1979) o Forman
It.1-1124446RTAtntkizt, 	 sPA--14112V±itV#AitVi—FIglei;
#tfikItz**Ei\3, UR 3;filt. i/4311 	 *MAIN, XE6R: (1)

	

1Vh, -iUnttitlE- 1.P_AVA-N	 ,(2)	 ( 3 )	 7j<ckl7t;
-3.11_7'1.4 nEfsfvm,	 -l6f...tAl (. 4 ) Atti4ins .( 5 ) *An, ( 6 )

ltto.
,PPE4R34•t4tVgfif4713Z144,1:_tfU
*2 ,15*tt3NA. fttfnEtifiFtV;LL

Pt3I'FiRARE.	 _11*
x1-441/AtMaAi;V5A • frIfF),f3? 3;f1A5
tEf: gcctrs3.4#'4, TMtitt:11;tit5}ii4ff. r1	 tEREP)ttErgiTifMAatkir3m,:.
t.?	 (tcoAl*E2C*tftitiTfit	 Rin4M,
1Z) Vuo315fliEalltt*tkx.kft? ft-	 4'4E9AETHX g -Ttt-17Vi.T, INititti4rA
N 14:441At (0E1, 4, ttl#MtVAIX5-1-	 iVREP—Le.t74,

Aftfl:145-)-ECz1:1	 ft-&i.,F44-A1E

	

ti.A13zA g, !A AVatTtt -F 	 ir7214:11tVutit3T#MVTITtt
EtiNit!MF-7T .2.11JE19t et4ti (iintMs
*/1N ,	 -tf{Ji;t3Z54)	 f-x15*-3;1-siiti3PIt*et7]tfi0
4. Zilt, E, E,	 triNiffhiZ*71cks-kttki'flTJ;FJAR,totz*,

FormantlftrIg rAl ig innCEff	 ff11-1,f;,3T1114ge,tt*IXEniFF3, Afgri,

	

'4' 1FIg tf4641R-RfsJiFf, Etr-e1 an— 	 itIfilEIAZ1NErk_titfie
el 110SETRAO+KOATAWK,W4P

Table 1 The hypothetical trends of some characteristics ,:of landscape under different human impacts

ltiltt	 AMESIA.
Landscape feature Natural landscape	 Managed landscape

Vt#2N*Ab	 Spatial pattern
vmsfc4/ISI	 Average patch area
itikilik/	 Total edge length

Patch shape
4tZ51 11	 Dynamic rate
**A*/	 Connectivity
*all%	 Native species diversity

*0 2 	Uncertain
Large

4.	 Small
Vat	 Irregular '

Slow
High
High

fg !cl	 Uniform
4,	 Small

t	 Large
pg	 Regular

IA	 Fast
1E	 Low
tE	 Low

—1N44t141,34t-E5V-fiVit
OttVMMft ?.‘MgPEKffiC5A-g,*tt'LL
i±YdiMiteM, 4441N114=ITAS.4t±UR
a . littwEn on?

tag?
34T1(fFifi? itztiAttafrgkiA344*?

VettRV-41.5., 4iNtiZlirtN-..14CEV
tf7 tattIP-41fit8Anzttt5EtEtiVEEI,

_IEREcam -a.ikTflt iEINn"as3" da171m
VLIMVA4,La4Ift/Att,fLp5zitrim--
Aett)zittr3i0JIttzlz#3gAef.,1t.
.?,5*P(31Rf,

	

Harrisn	 ff 1$ it ELli
'TE/Xt44VREfg Eif, tt3iM;F*Ef

	

(VEHarris, 1984)	 ItitiliA?E
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tzl3t,31*giER2VealtiRIEtir-311--itt.



-411Etift0g tn .falfWIVIO *A 11(
iltffig/P44:1104(n102131uttfrk.E.
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..xtA4*eA3 ‘`ifi" 1En 4 ZIW' , :ft

-youtfi
4g111191fi<sik .Vg,t1. fttEElitt&tii—tA
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* 1111U1---ifg #3" aifir.salilftEMM Elgt kJ).

	

.440t .ttP,)	 t4RPDIR-/ik
jiitkft g ig Ena44;M I 44}W4,4,45)-tV-T.
itN EK (	 	 , ftts—/HZ
..EPIrn04;t1Rf35tR ‹Rp130**.,
#,4:10#,JEA#4).#1:tt3EittiltigrIgte6
Ott, 7-fgliTh--zn*wlirtiffmovt,
HatrisZ*12M1 74#.*-1# tJ E g o tit F‘,
HarristteiXIEF,0**??4A .f,2 _E. rtJ
" 7-Y.1)Eir	 .

(14ANAZ •44-, 4iVifitRig
ifffngitAiiboiENTFtgtig.*C,ti-
t3,:..5.g.i:A,1*-ttrt_ititilNERtiato

C#7.111* XitAtVEV3RfOlMit, ;WI

*4t(1 N.? FiiS1it./1;tt4A5	 ±
5Eft, IArtlittgt31-Ec104tt*ImPTVL?

#iii4 ft (Forest fragmentation)	 s-flif

eft#A-ft./AL*]?N*4111Et.tfE]cf's-gt
tittrpirtititt44Emti3E±31-

ANAttl.34-tv.Fiii? tcltfutv/kitklitt
tt i>1)ilt471:5*i'Tift? 	 Franklin )Forman

4t4(1	 ,f-iut 30.-1.11 1111E1t4!0:*
AUrM

987)
iCf't3i3 	 JiNA15*tERIVt

t

afflErt,---1-X A. Franklinf41Formanfir-
.A.Z.*fft3N,g , xlIEVOMPREft3M4,444tt

0#*f-ffStl-t0hg 	TttEirjW.fIlIcK
11 ft 141 Ü ttt ft IR	 (Checkerboard

model) .ft*. ftfatitaiTIANINHAPK&
rifi*ftEltittniCil,
rtz Tttlk6i,, ti=144t1AFIRigbtfloifftilt
MAlltalitT	 IJ.41itEgi3-)-*E*,
frikfCilt(NeRMS.Eili4t3inlE/t/iXtAtEC

:41t353ti	 (Stagger-
ed-setting system of elearcuttine —IX LB
*N. tni4t,

Akih, ig 371314M, A
- 46) . Wk, Iti.T-totionfoit±r5Li.m

,ta.4EFF-L,p

("JIsMV.C.fti
tfi Wg )1	 ff.ELE Z*1.

A/1\)ett.±#),;t3,J
tlX 2P)	 ftfrimffi,
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Swanson et al., 1982) „ 72:kflti`j/IAMM
fliVETtffiM 334	 Icitfll RA

tlEAPJA
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Wi6Jfilift73/411E50tJttIZZ45,
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Icif9110,11.	 .111 LEN
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